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This simple board book based on the Beginner Book Green Eggs and Ham sports a green plastic

egg for little ones to squeeze and spin. Kids can see their reflection in a mini-mirror on the back of

the egg, spin it on its axis, and press the yolk to make it squeak. This interactive board book is sure

to have babies and toddlers liking green eggs and ham just as much as Sam! A perfect pick for

picky eaters! Â  The Dr. Seuss Nursery Collection introduces the most beloved Dr. Seuss

characters to the littlest of listeners. Based on Dr. Seussâ€™s signature art and rollicking rhymes,

each book introduces the most popular characters of the title on which itâ€™s based in a bold and

simple format, which will engage babies and toddlers at each stage of development.
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I have read the negative reviews on this book however I found it to be a perfect book for Young

Toddlers! I agree that it is missing text from the full size book however it is Made for Babies and

Toddlers! I bought it for my 2 year old Toddler Grandson for a Birthday gift! It has held up Great to

his abuse and I found the words/text to be Perfect for his age!

Nephew - 1 year old - loved the mirror and squeak button. I don't know how it's held up since, but

for the week we were with him, it did just great. Just know this isn't the full version of the book. It's



for the littlest kids with the shortest attention spans.

The egg does not squeak consistently even with adult strength. Would do nothing but frustrate a

poor baby. Other Dr. Seuss nursery books are cute - Horton Hears a Who for instance, and One

Fish Two Fish...

The egg only squeaked about five times and broke. My baby keeps trying to press it and is

frustrated that he can't get the squeak again.The abridged version of the story is ok; some of the

rhyming doesn't quite work.Other Dr. Seuss board books are better. My baby loves Hop on Pop.

The Thinks... and The Shape... are good too.

Like another reviewer stated "with adult strength the squeaker does not work"....this holds true to

the book I received.A little QA would go a long way.I love the book but wish I would have purchased

the book elsewhere. Received timely however.

We gave this to my son Sam for his first birthday. He loves it. It is not as long as the original, but I

see this is a plus. It is the perfect length for a toddler. I am not a big fan of the egg on top, but my

son enjoys spinning it.

This Dr. Seuss book is my husbands favorite childhood book and I bought it for our 7 month old son,

so he can grow up reading the same books as his parents. I love the little interactive mirror and egg

because it helps have my son focus on the book as we read to him. The only thing that my husband

did not like was that the story was not the completed original version. Some parts were taken out of

the book to make it shorter. Now, I have to find the complete version of this book for our son which

isn't too big of a deal since as he gets older he will not need the interactive mirror to read a book.

This is a much shortened version of Green Eggs and Ham. The original full length book is very easy

to read to your child and I definitely recommend that version over this version. The squeaker on this

short hardboard book does not last very long either, further reducing my 1 star review. I think this

version of green eggs and ham must have been the version read by that politician guy (he didnâ€™t

seem to pick up on the main theme of the book regardless though - stay in school AND pay

attention kids)
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